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Weddings 

A Wedding Function is a one of the most special parties in a person's life. That's why the 

entertainment has to be just right (We can meet our couples face to face). 

We know this and at weddings you will mainly have a huge age range, so you need 

tracks that appeal to everyone.  

We always remind our Couples that they can send over any playlist at any time. Even if 

they want to bring CD's along on the night that's fine. 

Weddings bring together family and friends, some of whom want to dance, some want to 

talk and some just like to sit, watch and listen to what is going on. We consider all of 

your guests and try to ensure that everyone enjoys your evening's entertainment. 

We endeavour to play music at a respectable volume which is comfortable for dancing 

but doesn't get in the way of your guests catching up on the gossip.  

We also offer a wider variety of music than is possible with a live band and at a fraction 

of the cost. 

 

How to run the "Typical Wedding Evening Disco" 

Obviously the running order can be changed but most nights in our experience would run 

like this. 

• Setup 1 hour before guests arrive for evening and disco commences. (early 

setups can be arranged if required please specify) 

• Commence Disco with soft low key background music as guests arrive, drink 

meet and talk. 

• Invite Bride and Groom to dance floor for first dance. 

• Invite other couples to join in for second song. 

• Invite requests for the remainder of the night from the floor, dip all hall lights, 

increase volume and play out the disco with all requests and party music. 

• Announce Buffet or Food if available (usually 60-90 mins into event). 

• Allow 30 mins to 45 mins to eat continue playing non intruding music maybe 

some music for smaller children at this point. 

• Invite requests for the remainder of the night from the floor, dip all hall lights, 

increase volume and play out the disco with all requests and party music. 

• Close disco play out last song with a full dance floor 

 

Pack up time approx. 45 minutes 


